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Insurance ,

Student News. Faculty News. Alumni News. All News.

'1t irks me, but what to do? m, need insurance. "-Jeffrey Samuels, religious studies professor

Premiums will increase 17 to 68 percent ·
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Western faculty and staff who enroll in the
university's insurance program next year will pay
more for coverage - again.
Next year, employees will have to shoulder
premium increases ranging from 17 to 68 percent
more than what they pay this year. Those ranges
include the $341 Western contributes per person
per month for faculty and staff health insurance.
The $341 Western is contributing is $26 more

than it contributed last year. The increase came
from additional student tuition.
Some staff and faculty members said the
increases are too much.
Religious Studies professor Jeffrey Samuels
paid $305 a month for coverage last year. This
year, under a similar plan, he will pay $481.
He said he will not be able to afford the extra
expense and will enroll in a cheaper plan for
2003.
SH PIIEIIHS PUE

New Cost of Insurance
Low-enclPlan

High-end Plan

Plan C (new optlofl)

couple: $185 ($56 more
than last year)
Parent: $104 ($23 more)
Family: $380 ($154 more)

Couple: $252 ($58 more
than last year)
Parent: $162 ($23 more)
Family: $481 ~$176 more)

Couple: $123
Parent: $52
Family: $286

Note: Numbers reflect monthly prices after the university's $341 contribution.

Source: Western Benefits Committee
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Parking

HAF
•

to receive
privileges
Faculty concerned
about lost spaces
BY JOSEPH LORD
»lll

own," Cowles said. "It's not something that all of the sudden popped
into the scene today. Both girls will
be given a release if they ... want to
transfer."
Rumors that the two got in a fight
earlier last week were denied by
Hunter and Cowles. Riedeman

A new parking plan for men's basketball
games may add another twist to Western's
web of parking woes.
Western will reserve spots in faculty lots
for athletics donors during home games in
Diddle Arena next semester. The lots are normally open to anyone after 5 p.m. and are
often used by students taking night classes.
Western's Parking and Transportation
Committee, with input from
the athletics department,
developed the plan this 1,050 HAF
semester to allow 1,050
members
Hilltopper Athletic Foundation members to park in
faculty lots servicing Grise
to
Hall and Tate Page Hall,
and the Mimosa and South
Lawn lots.
faculty
HAF members will also
,: ·during
be allowed to park in faculty and staff spots on Big
men's
Red Way, said Karl Laves,
parking committee cochairman.
Though Laves said the basketball
plan would hold spots open
for those teaching night
classes, some faculty are concerned.
Sam Evans, associate dean of the College
of Education and Behavioral Sciences, said
he's worried about parking for students with
night classes.
"If spaces are used by the HAF, then you
reduce the number of spaces used by night
students," Evans said.
Athletics Director Wood Selig said while
he understands faculty and student concerns,
the parking plan isn' t perfect for HAP members, either.
"HAF membership is going from parking
in Diddle Arena parking lot - and at worse
case, the structure - to peripheral lots," he
said.
HAF members parked in Diddle lot and in
the parking structure last year for men's home
basketball games, said HAF executive director Jim Clark.
The arena's renovation has gobbled up the
majority of the spots in Diddle lot and the
conversion of the parking structure to resident-only parking will block RAF members
from parking there.
"It's just growing pains the whole university is going through," Clark said.
Clark downplayed the effect the new parking plan will have on night class students.
Five weekday games this season will leave
night class students scrambling for parking
spaces, Clark said.
Most home games are on the weekend.
But University Senate president Doug
Smith said other means of parking for HAF
members, including a shuttling system, should
be considered.
"I think it's demoralizing to the faculty to
take a second place to events," Smith said.
The parking spots in the faculty lots will be

SEE TUI PAGE 11
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Henrik Edsenius/Herald

Adam Smith, a sophomore from Jeffersonville , Ind., kisses his fiancee, Elizabeth Metcalf of Louisville, after the closing of the farewell
ceremony for the soldiers of the Kentucky Army National Guard Orphan Brigade at Bowling Green High School.

I

home

Fifteen Western students prepare to serve their country, keep peace in a foreign land
Herald reporter
Half a world away from
Western, 15 soldiers assigned to
the U.S. Army's 5th Corps are
counting the days until 15 Western students in the National
Guard replace them on NATO
peace support duty in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
The mission the Western students assume in late January will
be that of helping Bosnian civil
authorities honor the 1995 Dayton Peace Accords and keep ethnic Serbs, Croats and Muslims
from killing each other by the
thousands.
The students left Sunday to
begin training for their NATO
mission.
The girlfriends, wives, children and parents of those 15 stu-

dents, and the students themselves, are already counting the
days until they will be able to
come home.
Among the students was
Adam Smith, a sophomore from
Jeffersonville, Ind.
"We're not heroes," Spc.
Smith said. "We're in it for the
guy next to us. It's a way of life.
It's our job. It's what we do.
Some people fix cars. We shoot
big guns."
Smith is qualified as an
infantryman and tank crewman.
To his fiancee, Elizabeth
Metcalf, a University of Louisville nursing student, Smith is a
hero.
"I'm so proud of him," she
said. 'This is what he wants to
do, but he's not doing this for

Su

loSNIA PAGE
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Henrik Edsenius/Herald

Smith stands in formation with fellow soldiers of the Kentucky Army
National Guard at the farewell ceremony Saturday at Bowlin~ Green
Junior High School.

Two leave team; only nine Lady Toppers left
Hunter, Riedeman
quit squad
BY J. MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
The Lady Topper basketball team
took another hit yesterday when
junior forward Alisha Hunter and

her roommate, sophomore guard
Sara Riedeman, left the squad.
The tandem is the third and
fourth Lady Toppers to depart or go
down with injury in the past two
months, leaving Western with only
nine active players.
Jamie Truitt left the team before
the start of practice last month, while
junior guard Camryn Whitaker will

miss the season after a Sept. 11 knee
injury.
Head coach Mary Taylor Cowles
said Hunter and Riedeman decided
to leave the team on their own
accord and that their decisions were
separate and unrelated.
She said they came to her separately to discuss their situations.
"Each situation was unique in its

will be
allowed
park in

lots

sn1a oun
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter

Gazebo money put to use

Lady Tops win In five

On Thursday:

SGA decided last week to use
its remaining gazebo funds to buy
trees and benches. Page 2.

The Lady Toppers defeated
Florida International in five
games Friday. Page 8.

Peruse our User's Guide to
Diddle, which will tell you ho~ to
navigate the arena's construction.

games.

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for a multimedia
presentation about senior Tabitha
Briggs' struggle with cancer.

Page 2
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Weather watch
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· t bet a low humBetween the whir and cracks of an air ra c •
.
ming can be heard from the garage at Roger's Tire Service. ~e
humming is the classic Willie Nelson song, "On the road again,
just can't wait to get on the road again.•• "
..
t
Roger Hennion has helped the people of Cave City ge on
·
· · ally from
the road again for 17 years. Hennion, 59, 1s ongm
th
Park City but has lived in Cave City for 26 years. He ~ns e
only tire store in town and not only sells and services tueS, but
pumps gas and works as a mechanic.
ed
Today, Hennion is checking a tire for Leo Cook of C . ar
Springs. Many people, like Cook, come from the surrounding
area to have their cars worked on at Roger's. Others, such as
Walter Wilson and Wendell Martin, come to Roger's juSt _to
hang out. The two talk between themselves and chat with
Hennion when he finishes a job and before he starts anothe~. It
seems everyone who comes in has more to talk about than JUSt
their cars.
Hennion might work until 9 or 10 at night. Recalling a
recent day in which he installed "twenty-some" new tires by
himself, Hennion said, "One guy does that in a day, plus all the
pluggin' tires and watchin' the pumps, he's done a day's work.
I guarantee it."

- James Branaman

..

Branaman is a senior photojournalism major from Berea. He can
be reached atjamesbranaman@yahoo.com
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:,► Crime Reports

'C
tit

. Arrests
♦Tyrone

.

S. Mareko, Poland Hall, was
1 charged Sunday with alcohol intoxication. He
· was released the same day from Warren
! County Regional Jail on time served.

Reports
♦ Roger Scott, Physics and Astronomy,
reported, Qct. ,28 a plate glass window worth
$600 broken at Hardin Planetarium, __ ...
♦ Eli D. Roberson, Rodes-Harlin Hall,
reported Thursday someone dropped a burning
newspaper from Old Fort Bridge onto him and
1

Amy J. Messamore and Elizabeth M.
Dickerson, both of Rodes.
♦ Adam M. Swann, Keen Hall, reported
Thursday a parking permit worth $65 stolen
from his 1994 Dodge Ram parked in the
Service Supply lot.
♦Aurelia R. Spaulding, West 14th Street,
reported Tuesday being struck by the side of a
truck while on Virginia-Garrett Avenue.
♦ A fire alarm was activated Tuesday in
Gilbert Hall. Burnt food was found in the first
floor kitchen.
"rr'
♦ Jessica L. Fleenor, West Villa Drive,
/reported Tuesday that a suspicious person near
Center Street lot asked her if she needed a
ride.

► Clearillf tlle&lr
♦ Due to a Herald error,
Larry Mayhew's title and age
were misstated in a page 3
article about his death in the
Oct. 29 issue. Mayhew, 57,
was a full-time professor in
the philosophy and religion
department. He also taught in
the computer science department.
♦ Due to a Herald error,
Alpha Phi Alpha was mi's-

spelled in "Tops and Bottoms" on Oct. 31. The Herald
regrets the error.
♦The College Heights
Herald corrects all confirmed
errors that are brought to
reporters' or editors' attention. Please call 745-6011 or
745-5044 to report a correction, or e-mail us at
herald@wkuherald.com.
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Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.
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.BecomeiA Dpc;tor

Serving West B.G. & WKU:
2201 Stonehenge Ave.
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B.G. Bypass Vicinity:
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781-1000
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PARTY PACK!
!I
I FOUR 14" Large :
1. 1-Topping Pizzas

I

Expires: 11-30-02

I

I ~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
# 112 ~ . AddltlonalTopplnga # 103x 4 I
I
. s1.2~•achperplzza.
I
I
,
·
·
nlJI
with
offw.
cuacomer paya applicable ulea cax. ...
·
paya applicable aalea cax. I

Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.

·

Offer valid with coupon only,
Coupon noc valid with any other offo,.

Offervaljd with coupon only.
Coupon
vaffd
.any other
Cualome<

~~Tiii'ooMiNAroii=-11,--MEGADEALi-~
I 16" EXTRA LARGE I Any 14" Large Pizza I
, I 1-Topping Pizza I Any Number of Toppings I

:: s999 : s1099 :
1
■
I
,I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
-' I A Additional Toppings only $1.25 each. I •
;: •
#147 I
I I
·
Offer valid with coupon only.
I
?I
,·• · Coupon
noc valid with any other offer.
Cuscomer paya applicable ulel cax.

■

1

Expires: 11-30-02
Deep Dlah $1.00 extra per pizza.
.Nodoubletoppinga.

·•

f ·
,•

#110/111

Offer valid with coupon only.
Coupon not valid with any other offe,.
Cualomor pay• llj)l)llctble aalea lax.

I
I
I

1-Topplng Pizza

:

8-pc. ClnnaStlx•

$7.99 ! $919

;I

I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expiree: 11-30-02
I ~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra per plua.
♦P Dllh $1.00 extra per pizza.
AdditJonal Toppings
#105 I
~ldy~~~nga
only $1.25 each.
I • •• Offer
· · #143
\ II
Offer valid with coupon only.
valid with coupon only.
Coupon nol valid with eny other offer. I
' . Coupon not valid with ■ny othor offw.

1

•

Cuscomer paya applicable ulel cax.

Cuatomer paya ll)l)llcable .... cax.

----------------------
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Call Logan College of Cti.l!'OP(SCUC today to
c~tt)e world of ~ealtn_~rel

£:~JT 1!!_;:!!!o
.

(:o

~« ,

, l°'-Oanadm@logan.edu

. ractic

,as1 Stnoeltlor Rd, Ctieoterlield. MO e3006

>

Express Tan
2495 Scottsville Rd
783-0107
In The K-Mart Shopping Center

28 Beds
10% off any SororirY Accessories
th

Expi~es November 30 with Student ID

II

ll DELIVERY SPECIAL I1 ----------◄
14" Large
I
'~---------., ,
14" Large
1-Topplng Pizza & I
(:

,

1

;: $14?9 ! $2490 !
Expires: 11-30-02

Y

,}P.-restige, r e ~ a,rj(!Jxpanded leadership
opportunities ~~~Hable as a Doctor of
Chiropractic. ~ ,'•:..,.

781-9494

I
,. II •
•
, I , •·
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r
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Most Dodo~ of Chiropractic at~ in private
practice WO~~'
of 4\hOurs per we

with any pizza purchase

TWO 14"
Large 2-Topplng
Pizzas

'

Be Your 1«:>wn Boss),-

for Jaat $5.99

.I

·~ r

I

, m a substantial salai:y:eommensurate with you
position as ~ [Doctor of Cl)irop_i:acdc.
: ·7

Try a 10-pc. order

781-6063

.

sk_l'f to assist~our p~tien\s to ~6hieve
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I
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Convenient Hours

Open 7 days a week

Campus

SGA will

not build
gazebo
BY CASSI£ RILEY

Herald reporter
The Student Government
Association passed a bill last
week allowing $4,500 it had
previously set aside for a gazebo to be used to buy outdoor
furniture for the Downing
University Center.
The money will be used for
eight new benches, three trash
cans and three cigarette receptacles that will be placed between
DUC and Minton Hall.
The new furniture will feature rubber coated steel. SGA
plans to purchase the furniture
from Armor Coat Outdoor
Furniture Company.
Nick Todd, head of SGA's
campus improvements committee, helped author the bill.
"I noticed the outside seating
area wasn't in good condition "
he said.
'
Todd said when he approached Facilities Management Manager Greg Fear with
the idea, Fear was "absolutely
pleased."
"We're very appreciative of
S<?';, p~ering with us on
this, said Doug Ault, Facilities
Management director.
Facilities Management does
~ot allot money for outdoor
improvements like new furniture, he said. The department
depends on other sources for
;~~- improvements, including

In order to pay for the company to install the furniture the
camp~s improvements co~tt~ will have to ask for an additional $745 from SGA.
Todd said he will request the
extra funding during tonight's
SGA meeting.
. He said if the campus
improvements committee is
;ble_ to get the extra money the
urmture will be availabl~ to
students ·thi
SGA
wi n four days after
the e orders the new seating. If
,., Xtra money is not available
vveste
ill
•
th . m w be responsible for
e mStallation of the furniture.
~ that becomes a reality the
funuture may
be • '
until
not
m place
next semester.
cam
The ne~ furniture is part of a
•pus-wide
beautification
pthroJect by SGA which included
e recently fi •
areas .
1rushed picnic
10
Ti
front of Pearce-Ford
ower and in the Valley.
Reach Cassie Riley at
news@wkuherald.com.
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Facilities manageme~t

Campus life

Elevators being fixed
•

BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Students in Potter Hall and
those who park their cars in the
parking structure may find themselves climbing more steps this
semester.
Facilities Management is
repairing elevators in both of the
buildings.
According to Construction
Management director Ed West,
the .two elevators in the parking
structure are more than 40 years
old and have recently been unreliable. Facilities Management had
planned to ,leave one of the elevators operational while performing
repairs on the other, but often, the
usable elevator has broken down.
"Both of them obviously are

the same age and have the same
problems," West said. ''They
struggled to keep one open while
we replaced the other.''. •
West said there have been only
three days this semester when
both elevators in the parking
structure have been shut down.
Both elevators will receive
new cables, moderns, controllers,
floors and walls. The second elevator will be completed around
winter break.
"Elevator equipment is not
readily available," West said.
"Generally it takes eight to 10
weeks when we buy equipment to
get it in."
Trenton sophomore Aaron
Cox said renovating the elevators
will mean less time wasted.

AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES
Many nice vehicles under $4,000!

Clean, Quality
Pre-Owned
Vehicles
cell 791-1151
2835 Louisville Road
Bowling Green, KY 42101

741 Campbell Lane
678.6495

Page 3

Reach Beth Sewell at
news@wkuherakl.com
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Vatican PR buff visits Western
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Advice from an Italian public
relations executive whose firm
has had the Vatican for a client
highlighted Western's second
Public Relations Symposium
Thursday and Friday.
Giancarlo Polenghi, a partner
in Marketing Communication
Mix of Florence, spoke to students about what it takes to carry
out successful PR campaigns in a
global market.
"In Europe, to work in communication, we know two or
three languages, and that's very
useful to understand things and to
deal with people," he said.

Drive helps, too, when it
comes to selling a client to the
world.
"It's so important to have passion and to work hard to increase
passion," he said.
Honesty and developing close
relationships are at ~e heart of
public relations, Polenghi said.
Preston Holland, president of
Western's Public Relations
Stuclent Society, agree~ with
Polenghi about the meaning and
goals of public relations.
'This guy obviously knew
what lie was talking about,"
Holland said. "It's about relationships and commUhicating effectively."
The symposium's theme was

"Cultural Crossroads."
"We don't have a clear definition of what globalization is,"
said PR professor Wilma KingJones, the symposium's organizer. "Our idea with the symposium
was to bring in people with international public relations experience and backgrounds and let
them tell us what globalization
is."
For Polenghi, the concept of
global public relations is simple.
"To know what you believe is
true, and be able to communicate
to everybody in a very open
way," he said.

Reach Dave Shinall at
news@wkuherald.com.

PREMIUMS: New carrier to offer third plan
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PA&E

Office 846-3325
Eric Wheeler, Owner

~

''They could stand to be a little
more efficient," he said. "I've had
to wait a Jong time for an elevator."
Repairs to the elevator in
Potter began last week and will be
finished by year's end.
West said the majority of the
other elevators on campus have
been replaced. Once these repairs
are done, West does not expect
any more repairs to take place for
a while.
'They take a lot more wear
and tear at a university," West
said. " ... But they last a long time
before you have to totally replace
them."

"It irks me, but what to do?"
Samuels said. "We need insurance.''
Len Kogut, chairman of
Western's Benefits Committee,
said Monday that rising health
care costs are to blame for the
increase in premiums.
Ransdell approved the committee's
recommendations
Friday. The Board of Regents
will have to vote on another of
the committee's recommendations - the decision to get a
new third-party administrator.
Western will drop Medical
Benefits Administrators, Inc. as
its third-party administrator in
2003 and is negotiating a contract with Anthem, Blue Cross
and Blue Shield.
Ransdell said he expects the
contract to be approved before
open insurance enrollment for
faculty and staff begins later this
month.
Kogut said the change in
third-party administrators will
be a positive move for Western.
He said the company is bigger
and will provide more in-network options for faculty and
staff.
"Having a bigger
I

will help many people when
MedBen offered two plans.
they're on vacation or travel- With Anthem, Blue Cross and
ing," he said.
Blue Shield, employees will
If the contract between have three plans to choose from.
Western and the company is
In addition to Blue Cross
approved, Anthem, Blue Cross High and Blue Cross Low, the
and Blue Shield will also replace benefits committee agreed to
HCC Life as the university's add a new plan option, Blue
reinsurer.
Cross Economy, that will offer
That means the company the lowest premium rates of the
would cover all Western insur- three.
ance claims over $150,000.
"We're hoping for some of
Currently, HCC Life is supposed the folks that they will be ~ble to
to cover all claims over $75,000. afford something for catastrophHowever, they didn't cover ic conditions, if they have
the bone marrow transplant of those," Kogut said.
Presley · Nash, daughter of
Employees who enroll in a
Western employee Staci Nash. single coverage plan for next
Western will pay about year will also see a dramatic
$500,000 for the transplant.
change. Holders of the single
Human Resources director plan - which traditionally costs
Tony Glisson said the transplant, less than the $341 contributed
and legal fees, are part of the by Western - will no longer be•
reason
premiums
have able to place the leftover money
increased.
from the. university contribution
Glisson said having one com- in a flexible spending account.
pany that acts as both the univer2003, Westem will provide
sity's third-party administrator funds for flexible spending
and reinsurer will provide more accounts only to single employefficient coverage.
ees who opt out of Western's
'The transfer of information insurance plan.
should be clean and prompt," he
Single employees who
said. "And there shouldn't be choose not to enroll in the progaps between our plan and our gram will receive $171 dollars
reinsurer on what should be cov- - half of the university's contriered.''
' bution - to place in an account.

In

The other portion may be placed
in a faculty and staff health
insurance reserve fund.
History professor Patricia
Minter, the faculty representative on the benefits committee,
said next year's premiums were
the best the committee could
come up with in a bad situation.
"Pretty soon, private insurance is going to be unaffordable
for all but the wealthiest
Americans," she said." ... It's a
national crisis that WKU is a
part."
In Fall 2000, Western insur- ••
ance premiums went up so dramatically that employees
protested and the crisis received
statewide attention.
Glisson said he does not
expect similar protest over this
year's increases. He said he
thinks faculty and staff will
understand Western has done as
much as it could to keep premiums down.
Several educational sessions
for the insurance plan will be .
held this month for faculty and
staff. Open enrollment for the
insurance plan will be held
November 25-27.

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com. •
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HAF: Fans

SATURDAY

get spots

Lil Flip .
(this is the way we ball)
Live Performance

with Special Guest
(BG's Own)

Street Made

Lil Flip's Group .
Hushaz Stackin ~
Ends
~an 'tLStop Records
For Ticket Info Call:

41

270/535.5632
..
270.393.2287 -·-

The Cobalt Club
58 3 State St.
393-2077

now 18

TO EnTER
21 TO DRln~~c,
1ar aa.

o 2 a.m.

Dance CM, Oalll O 4 a.m.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PACE
'
open to HAF members who ak
season-ticket holders and hale
contributed $250 or more to the
foundation.
Laves said the parking committee asked Selig and Gene
Tice, vice president for Student
Affairs and Campus Services, to
speak with faculty from the business and education colleges to
ensure the parking conflict will
be minimized.
The business and education
departments, which hold the
majority of their classes in Grise
and Tate Page, will be most
impacted by the parking plan.
Tice said the meeting has not
yet happened.
Fans who attend men's home
games and are not HAF members will park in Egypt lot and
the gravel lots near campus, he
said. Night class students will
most likely park in those lots, as
well.
Laves said he doesn't anticipate safety problems for students
walking from the far north and
south ends of campus to the centrally located Grise and Tate Page
lots. He said on-campus security
increases during games.
Tice agreed.
'The issue is the distance, not
safety," he said.
Tice said there is enough
lighting in the gravel lot, and
lights will be added to Egypt during its expansion this semester.
Campus police Capt. Jerry
Phelps said while there is
increased security on game
nights, the focus is around
Diddle.
Associate education professor
Barbara Kacer will teach classes
on Thursday evenings next
semester. Most of her students
work during the day and drive to
campus at night, she said.
"Where are they going to park
for classes?" she asks.
Selig said most complaints
are overreactions.
"I think parking is a perceived
problem for anyone who is not
parked within 15 feet of the door
they want to access," Selig said.

Reach Joseph Lorri
news@wkuherald.com
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OPINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution

College Heights Herald• Western Kentucky University • Tuesday, November 5, 2002 • Page 4

Editorial

n sports, teams get better by practicing
and competing. They play each other to
see how they stack up.
Academics are no different. Much
like classes, the only way for departments to
improve is to teach students and then test them.
This spring, Western plans to start judging
how its programs stack up against others by testing graduating seniors.
Some Western graduates may take multiple
choice tests while others may submit portfolios of
their work.
·
Either way, the new tests will also help
Western prepare for the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools review in 2005, said Rhetta

I

Poe, co-chairman of Western's
SACS review project committee.
Our only question is, why
haven't we been doing this
before?
We think assessing departments is a great idea. How do
we know what to fix if we don't
know what's broken?
We just want to make sure
that the tests stay focused on
assessing departments - not students.
If students are passed through 36 hours of
courses in one subject and miss key concepts,
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Ross Pruitt
Vice President of Finance
Student Government Association
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Yes, students, there is still $4,500
set aside for the creation of a gazebo on
campus. This is contrary to the Oct. 1
Herald article "Gazebo money accoun~ed for" and Dana Lockhart's Oct. 10
letter to the editor. Only $8,000 was
spent during this past summer, not
$13,000 as stated in the story. I am still
confused as to why and where the
Herald came up with $13,000 and proceeded to make it appear that I said
that. I know I never said $13,000, and
I hope the Herald learns to quit putting
words into my mouth.
If you want more information,
please stop by the Student Government
Association office, and I will be more
than happy to help clear any confusion
you may have.

11 ge assessment.
the end-of-co e Id also be accountable. When
♦Faculty shou essment we recommend that
take the ass
'
d
d
stu ents
d instroctors the stu ent has
all of the clas~s ~ach assessment. This way, if
had be attache to missed by a majority of Stucore concept_s
s can see where the problems
dents, adnumstra or
.
d get them fixed.
.
1ie
an
. Westem's programs is the only way
As~essi~g
et better. If done correctly, and
the umver_sitylcantfus process can have a huge
taken senous y,
impact.

~__:~-~--~--------7

Letters to the editor' ,

Gazebo money still present

there's a problem. If an entire
e
class of students miss the conk)
cept, there's a bigger problem.
al
Here are a few suggestions
for how the new assessments
er
should work:
♦ Students, to a certain
degree, should be held accountable for their scores. We don't
want the assessments to keep
students from graduating if they
fail, but their scores should
count for something. We recommend putting the
students' final scores on their transcript. That way
future employers can see how they performed on

If that is what you call true fans, then
you're a poor group and you should be
ashamed of yourselves.
... Nappy understands the frustrations of all their fans . . . They know a
lot of you actually did buy the CD ...
They appreciate you dearly and love
you all.
But it all revolves around whoever
arranges the events at Western. That
person . . . needs to contact Nappy's
agent and try to schedule a concert in
the near future instead of crying and
whining to the wind. Every single college that has contacted Nappy's agent
has been placed on the college tour.
They haven't declined a single college.
. . . All of you that are on the yard
complaining, including the Herald,
should get some facts before you start
stabbing Nappy in the back ...
Andre' R. Brewer Sr.
Y. brother ofNappy Roots band member
"' Louisville senior
jL
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Stop criticizing Nappy Roots Police should do something
I'd like to respond to the criticism about guns in dorms

and slander that has been directed at
Nappy Roots for the past few weeks.
There have been plenty of unjust comments spread through the campus ...
Most of these comments have been
made from assumptions, bad publicity
, and ignorance, mostly from the Herald
- the same source of media that
jumped on the bandwagon in 1998,
when they anxiously put them on the
cover of the paper. The very college
that is supposed to be Nappy's main
supporters are ready to turn their backs
on them at the most trying points in
their career.
The group that you supposed fans
know as Nappy Roots have been on
tour for a little more than six months
now, with very little time to spend with
loved ones .. . The time they've devoted to their music is incredible; and for
the Herald and students to tum and
scrutinize them now is disgraceful. It's
funny how people love you when
you're hot ... while at the same time
hating you because they feel they
deserve something special. Get real this is a business. Nappy doesn't owe
Western, the students or the Herald
anything ...
If they hadn't sold one million
records (no thanks to those of you who
didn't by the CD), would you still be
complaining about a concert that was
rained out last year? Nappy Roots was
looking forward to their performance
in Bowling Green.
But how quickly we tend to hate on
. . . those who have so much love for
the place where they collaborated an\i
developed into the group they are
today.
And to those of you that think that
Nappy skipped Western on their college tour, there was a spot that was
intentionally left open for a particular
school that seems to be the biggest
hypocrites out there, whom I call the
modem day Brutuses, those that smile
in Nappy's faces ... but stab them in
their backs when they are on the roaq.

In reference to the Oct. 29 story
"Students concerned about gun
reports," Capt. Eugene Hoofer said
that campus police are performing regular walk throughs in select dorms. He
also said he doesn't know what else
. can do.
L
police
I suggest putting police at the doorway of every building. Frisk and
search people who want to enter the
building the way you would be
searched before entering a concert.
I've seen enough police respond to
a hugging match outside a bar and doling out public intoxication citations to
otherwise drunk drivers to be angry
when I hear the police say, "We don't
know what else to do."
What to do then? Do what you can.
Public schools and police departments
don't encourage the placement of an
officer in a school for no reason. Police
presence makes a difference.
I have no idea of the Western police
department's staffing or budgets, but I
am dissatisfied with its answer to this
problem. Maybe a rotating placement
of two officers at the doorway of randomly selected dorms for a few weeks
would make an impression.
I don't know. I trust the police don't
know.
Doing something would certainly
be better than simply shrugging our
collective shoulders.

Trevor Frey
Toronto junior

Step Show was ignored
After eagerly flipping through the
pages of the Herald on Tuesday, I
immediately became upset. Where was
the article on the NPHC Homecoming
Step Show? I know it could not have
been the brief account titled, "Tradition
began as serenade." (Oct. 29) There
were no pictures of any of the five
organizations represented Saturday
night. There was no mention of who

l Ii,

)

SMITH
STkDIUt1
won. . . . I hope this does not come off
the wrong way, but the story on Tabitha
Briggs ("Life's Rhythm" Oct. 29) was
not a story on Step Show.... Her story
and the article covering Step Show
should have been two separate articles.
I called the Herald and asked would
a story actually covering Step Show be
placed in the Thursday paper and was
told no.
Why not? Are we not as important
as Shenanigans? Did you even ask any
of us the time and energy we put into
this? ... Did you ask why it takes so
long to put together a Step Show? Do
you even know what stepping is? ... I
am not trying to hate because I enjoyed
reading the story about Tabitha and
find her an inspiration. She is doing
what others would not even attempt. ...
But when I am told that that was the
story covering Step Show, I can only
shake my head in what probably
should not be disbelief. That's just how
it goes for us.

April White
Hopkinsville junior

Briggs an inspiration
I want to thank Abbey Brown for
writing the article about Tabitha Briggs
("Life's Rhythm," Oct. 29). Briggs is
an awesome person and a great inspiration to students, faculty, staff, alumni

and the community. As a sorority sister
and daughter of a Breast Cancer survivor, I have much respect for her
determination to go above and beyond
in any and everything she does. Thank
you for the beautiful piece you wrote
and for showcasing one of the greatest
wonders of the world, Tabitha Briggs.

Danyale Ellis
Western Class of 2001

Step Show important to
Western
I have to say this is one of the very
few times I feel somewhat disappointed with the Herald. I have been a student at Western for four years, and for
three of those four years, there have
been large articles in the campus newspaper after the Step Show: This is the
first year there is not. I found myself
trying to come up with some rationale
as to why that might be. Maybe the
Herald staff is waiting to put it into
Thursday's paper, maybe there was too
much other news that needed to be
covered, or maybe they feel that the
few brief statements that they wrote in
Tuesday's article on Delta Sigma Theta
member Tabitha Briggs (Life's
Rhythm Oct. 29) and Thursday's blurb
(''Tops and Bottoms" Oct. 31) with my
fraternity's name, Alpha Phi Alpha,
spelled wrong was enough. After

thinking about all of these possibilities,
I came to the conclusion that none of
them mattered. Few students realize
the importance of the Step Show to the
school and the amount of work it takes
to organize it ...
The fall Step Show has been taking
place on Westem's campus for a little
over 20 years . . . The fraternities and
sororities are part of the Pan Hellenic
Co~ncil - Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha
Phi Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, Phi
Beta Sigma and Omega Psi Phi- and
work hard for months out of . . . the
year to put on a show during
H?mecoming. . . . All of the money
raised from the event is given back to
W~ste?1 for student scholarships. The
~wi,st !s that this scholarship money
isn t JUSt for African-American students but for any student attending
Western....
The Step Show has grown to be a
symbol of unity and diversity ... on
Western's campus. This year's Step
Sh~w was full of African-Americans,
whites and International students who
c~e together to enjoy an event ...
This alone is a great symbol of how
great. our university is. What justice
?oes it serve to keep such an impactmg event in the dark. Something must
be done.

Chandel Shanklin
Bowling Green senior
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Kentuckians to vote on amendments
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Kentucky voters will decide
the fate of two proposed state
Constitutional
Amendments
today.
Approved by voters, they
would give Kentucky's fourth
Constitution 39 Amendments.
Amendment No. l would
establish family courts as divisions of circuit courts in all 120
Kentucky counties.
Family comts have been a pct
project of Kentucky Chief Justice
Joseph E. Lambert, who has campaigned across the Commonwealth for passage.
All seven Kentucky Supreme
Court justices support the family
court amendment proposal.

Getting
Experience
That

Counts

Nonetheless, the Chief Justice
has said he would have no choice,
as head of the state's unified court
system, but to dismantle family
courts if voters reject it.
Warren County is among 26
counties that have family courts
in a pilot program under House
Bill 544, passed in 1998.
"Family court is the concept of
one judge, one family, one court
and the focus is trying to look at
the family as a whole," Warren
County Family Court Judge
Margaret Huddleston said.
'Therapeutic justice, I call it."
Family court judges issue
divorcee decrees, finalize adoptions and handle juvenile "status
offenses," such as truancy and
runaway cases, that would not be

crimes if committed by adults.
They also handle non-support
cases and spouse abuse cases.
Amendment No. 2 would
erase sections of the Constitution
adopted in the late 19th Century,
when legislators and voters feared
the power of big corporations,
especially railroads.
The amendment would give
the General Assembly the ability
to make economic decisions to
bring businesses to Kentucky,
while scrapping outdated parts of
the Constitution that are not
enforced, Guthrie said.
If approved, the amendments
would take effect immediately.

Reach Dave Shinall at
news@wkuherald.com.

Henrik Edsenius/Herald
Adam Smith, a sophomore from Jeffersonville, Ind., looks at a gift he received from his
brother, Christopher, right, who is talking to their father, Mike Smith, after the farewell ceremony Saturday.

Nov. 5th Presenter:
Dr. Beckv s. Bennett

BOSNIA: Families say farewell

Nov. 21st Presenter:
· Ms. Tess McKinlev

CONTINUED FROM

Get information on:
•Co-ops
•Internships
•Experimental Education
Join us:
• November 5, 2002 or
November 21, 2002 in DUC 340
from 5 - 6 PM

This is part of the "HELPING YOU MAKE THE CONNECTION" series
sponsored by the Career Services Center and the Downing University Center.
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himself. He's doing it for the
people back home. I couldn't
picture a better person doing
it."
His mother, Patti Smith, listened as Maj. Gen. D. Allen
Youngman, Kentucky Adjutant
General, spoke to his men and
her son at a farewell ceremony
Saturday.
"You're going to some place
that's not especially safe, but
that's why you're going,"
Youngman said. "Watch each
other's backs. You're not safe
'tit you're home."
Patti Smith grew misty-eyed
along with other national guard
families. So did many of the
nearly 500 well-wishers who
filled one side of bleachers and
most of the other side at
Bowling Green Junior High
School gymnasium.
"I had to readjust my heart
and my mind, because my plan
was that (Adam) was going to
college for four years," she
said. "Right now, I think the
best way to describe it is, I'm
just pretty heavy-hearted, but
I'm also very proud of him."
Smith's grandfather, Billy
Rose, was among the first
Marines to fight their way
ashore on Okinawa in 1945.
Rose sat near his grandson at a
going-away party after the ceremony.
He had already given his
grandson a hari-kari knife he
brought back from the Pacific.
"I'm absolutely proud of
him," Rose said. "Of course, he
thinks I hung the moon."
Today, Smith's unit is three
days into what will be nearly a
year away from home.
First comes six to 10 days of
processing and training at the
8,500-acre Wendell Ford
Training
Center
near
Greenville.
From there, the Western students and 99 other Kentucky
guardsmen deploy to Fort
Riley, Kan., where 216 South
Carolina National Guard troops

So, Billy, What
were YOU for
Halloween?

will join them.
.
mixed feelings about falling a
At Fort Riley, the)("will go year behind in school during
through 10 to 12 weeks of Task Force Orphan's deployclasses in patrolling, observing ment.
and reporting, mine awareness
"It's not something I really
and reacting to ambush. They wanted to do, but it's something
will also review NATO rules of I'm willing to do. I think that
engagement,
it'll be a good expememorize
key
rience for me,"
phrases in SerboPorter said.
Croatian, learn
Leaving home is
how to deal with
easier for Spc.
the media, and
Kenneth Simmons,
learn the history
a single sophomore
and customs of
from
Bowling
the people they
Green.
will protect.
"I'm looking forThen, they will
. ward to it," he said.
fly to Germany,
"I mean, it's a little
said Lt. Col. Scott
hard
separating
Campbell, Task
from
family
and
Force
Orphan
friends
and
all
the
commander.
'til
people
I
love,
but
At Hohenfels
the mission and the
Training Area in
Allen
Youngman
job are what 1
Central Bavaria,
Kentucky Adjutant General signed up for, and
7th Army TrainI'm looking forward
ing
Command
observer-controllers will put to it. I can't wait to get in counthem through five weeks of si\- try and piake a difference."
Chaplain Maj. James Messer
uational training exercises and
closed
the farewell ceremony
certify them for their mission,
with a prayer for the guardsCampbell said.
At least six months' men's safe return.
patrolling the once heavily
Then, 100 red, white and
mined roads through battle- blue balloons fell from a net
scarred hills and villages above the gym floor. Family
around the Bosnian city of hugged their citizen-soldiers
Tusla will follow their certifica- and talked about plans for the
tion as part of NATO guardsmen's last night at home.
Stabilization Force 13.
The crowd drifted into the
"It's a good mission," junior high cafeteria for a
Youngman said. "It's an oppor- going-away party where 2nd
tunity to know you' re making a District U.S. Rep. Ron Lewis
difference in a place that really talked with guardsmen and
needs help."
their families.
The guardsmen will make
They ate hamburgers and
their homeland a safer place by
chicken wings with state Sen.
making the world a more stable
Brett Guthrie, Bowling Green
place, Youngman told his
Mayor Sandy Jones, City
troops and their families.
Commissioners
Dan Hall and
Morgantown junior Sgt.
Jim
Bullington,
most
of Warren
Todd Porter leaves behind a 4County's
six
magistrates
and
month-old son and his wife.
County
Judge-Executive
Mike
"She's taking it pretty hard,
but she realizes that I've got to Buchanon.
do what I've got to do," he said.
Reach Dave Shinall at
"She understands."
Porter, a radio operator, has news@wkuherald.com.

"You're going

to some place
that's not espe•
cially safe, but

that's why
you're going.
Watch each

other's backs.
You're not safe

you're home.

! was the EVIL
Cellphone with
Hidden Fees

v

You won't get a Scary Bill with us!
Home is just a dime away!
Use the Student Telephone Service!
(270)745-5466 • (866)237-0007

WOW, that Must
have been SCARYI

It SURE WASI
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£tudents at FAC debate
.local issues English-style
BY Z A CH

showcase the idea of Speakers
Corner
on Western's campus.
I
"I read Mr. Britt's (Sept. 17
The scene on the pavement letter) and I was like, uh uh, no
outside Java City was a little dif- way," Elder said. "It really infuriferent last week. It was reminis- ated me. My personality is, 'I
cent of the days of public debate hate injustice.' And I can stand up
on street comers.
for myself and what I believe.
Speakers Comer, sponsored But I like to see people stand up
by
the
Communications
for what they believe.''
Department, made its debut on
And, last week students did
the Hill last week creating a pubjust that. They stood up on benchlic forum for free speech on
es and expressed their beliefs.
Westem's campus.
People gathered on Tuesday
.A.t about noon, Monday
as Bardstown junior Jeff Stone
through Wednesday
spoke on issues
of last week, several
regarding equality.
A crowd of almost
students • propped
themselves on top of Comer originat• 200
gathered
a wooden bench
around the tiny
while they discussed ed in London...
wooden bench from
world issues.
which Stone was
Crowds of people People would
addressing his audigathered around as just get up (on
ence.
Franklin
those standing on the
sophomore Joshua
bench I articulated benches) and
Britt was prompted
their viewpoints on give their ·g
to join Stone on the
issues like racism and
bench.
war with Iraq.
Britt and Stone ,
It seemed like the
_ Charlotte Elder stood no more than
average
passerby
a foot away from
looked on the scene
eornniunlcations instructor each other for over
with curiosity, like
an hour as they
they perceived the
ask~ and answered each o~ er's
additi6n to their walk to class to quesllons, as ~ell as quesll?ns
be sozne sort of a novelty.
from . the audience regarding
But for some, the act of ele- equality.
vating oneself on top of a bench
S~?ne's, theme for th~ debate
to address an audience has been a was, Don t talk a~ut things you
long-time-tradition.
don t know abou~. J:Ie defended
Charlotte Elder, a communi- th~ need for mmonty scholarcatiorls instructor, said the roots ships.
of Speakers Comer go back to
But Bn·tt sa1·d the 1'dea of
minority scholarships implies
England.
"Speakers Comer originated that mirl!mties are seeking
'in London," she said. "And unequal, ~er than equal, rights.
Brandy ,rurnage, a freshman
there's
I huge park in London
I
call~d Hyde Park. . . . People from White House, Tenn., agreed
with Britt's stance on minority
I wbuld just get up (on benches)
'and give their opinions. It usually scholarships.
"If people want to fight for
had to do with the monarchy, the
~ovenpnent. It was their opportu- equality, they have to start treatnity to express their opinion and ing themselves as equals," she
not µecessarily start a revolt, but said. "If I consider myself a feminist and I want to fight for equal
it was their voice.''
A studeq_t's letter to the editor rights between men and women,
publistle~·lN\:BP~~HliH earlier lil I'm not going to take a scholar•1fte semester prompted Elder to ship given only to women."
I

•

MILLS

Herald Reporter

"Speakers

opinions." ·

a

Turnage believes it is "a 1step
back" when a minority ¥es a
minority scholarship.
"I mean, if someone tried to
give me a scholarship because I
was white, I wouldn't take it,"
she said. "Everyone knows the
problems that other races have
had to go through to get to where
we are n0w. And it's not perfect
now, but I mean, it's moving up.
It's awareness. Everybody is
aware of what has happened."
After the debate, Britt and
Stone shook hands, lowered
themselves from their bench and
went about their daily routines.
Elder said the forums were
successful.
"Even little pods amongst the
audience were having their own
conversations about the topic,"
she said. "That's education. I was
telling Jeff (Stone), 'This is your
campus.' This whole idea of
Western Kentucky University
was created for students.
Challenge your minds, challenge
each other, develop as a person."
On Wednesday, Shelly
Glorioso, a sophomore from
Pasadena, Calif., took her turn on
the bench and defended her position on war with Iraq. Glorioso
said she is "100 percent against
the war."
"I think it's a political ploy to
exploit the events of 9/11 for a
Republican agenda," she said.
She was wearing a black but.
ton w1'th yellow 1etters saying,
"An th
.
C
? er 1nte11,,igent, ompass1ona~ Youth. . .
Bowling _Green Jurnor Ryan
S~hwank said he supports _war
wi~ Ira9 an? ,Saddam J:Iussem;
. I think 1t s some~ g we _re
going to have to do, he said.
"We spent 10 years trying to
negotiate diplomatic relations. ·It
hasn't worked. It's smarter to
take him out now than to risk lots
of American lives.''

Every woman is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Women's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health services and information
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD
~(YIJW!n

~ ~edd { J P ~ '

Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Street, Suite 103
Reach 'hich Mills at
features@wkuherald.com

Bowling Green, KY 41101 • (170) 781-0075
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Legislation
jPassed through Congress:
• Bill-02-05-F Recycling Program
~GA will begin and sponsor a campus-wide paper recycling program will all

• Bill-02-11-F Emergency Organizational Aid
SGA will reserve at least S 1000 for the creation of an eme rgency
organizational aid fund.

•Bill-02-12-F Buy A Book
SGA will alocate $ 1000 for a "Buy A Book" program that will give 10 students
$100 towards the purchase of books at the University Bookstore.

residence hall lobbies.

Dining Services

• Bill-02-06-F DUC Benches
SGA will purchase eight benches, three trash cans, and three cigarette recept acles for t he backside of DUC.

Since SGA Held its Dining Service Forum, on October 17, the
DUC food court hours have been extended!

• Bill-02-08-F
Campus Clean-Up
,.

Campus Clean-Up

SGA will have campus-wide clean-up event on November 19, 2002.
j

!. Bill-02-09-F Organizational Aid

Join us at 3:30 Tuesday, November 17, in front of Cher H
a campus clean-up.
ry all for

SGA will distribute S 17,000 to various organizations for Organizational Aid

Up for Second Reading:
(Will be discussed at today's meeting)
• Resolution-02-06-F Request for Paperless Univ.
SGA recommends that the University Administ1'8.tion for a task-force to increase
the use of Web-based information distribution and reduce the use of printed
materials (such as phone books, course catalogs, course bulletins and course syllabi), t h erby helping WKU become tecbnlogically leading, efficient, economical
and environmentally conscious "paperless" institution.

Join Us!
We only have a few positions to join SGA' 8 C
ongress J ·
other 60 students on campus and make a dif~
· om the
J.erence.

Contact Us
If you have any concerns or want to get .
contact us at sga@wku.edu or call 745_
involved with SGA
4354
· WWw.wku.edu

• Bill-02-10-F Donation Requirement to preferred NCAA
Seating .

BROUGHT TO You BY:

I

SGA req uests that the admini13~ation alter the donation requirements to
procure "VIP Chair Seats" and "Red Towel Seats" at WKU athletic events. This
ch ange should alow anyone donattng at teh specified levels to any department
at the university to have the right to purchase the same seats that are reserved

Westem K.e11tucky u11lversfty'
s

•

STVDENT GOVERNMENT

for HAF donors.

ii'

t

ASSOCIATION

_______..,.
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Story Time

Gustafson's story: Moving south

WHAT'S YOUR STORY?

Meghan Gustafson
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
Kentucky is an adventure for
junior Meghan Gustafson. Living
all her life in Millblll)', Mass., she
longed for a change of state and
state of mind. She figured the
most interesting change would be
to go south and see what it's really like. She sat down with her
mom and began the search for a
four year adventure.
It ended at Big Red Way.
"My mom fell in love with the
name 'Big Red Way' because we
don't have quaint little names in
our town," Gustafson said.
"Being a kindergarten teacher,
she also loved Big Red."
Gustafson and her mother
flew to Kentucky during Spring
Break of her senior year of high

';

school to check it out
The empty space and farm
land for miles was eye candy for
them. The "oohs" and "ahhs"
they said as they walked through
campus were the first sign
Gustafson knew that this was it.
The attraction was instant, and
within a few months Gustafson
was southbound.
Her mother may have fallen in
love with cute names and mascots, but Gustafson fell in love
with Kentucky.
"Where I'm from, it's all trees
and population," she said. "I really liked seeing all the farm land."
Gustafson's attraction t9 farm
land carried over to f~, boys.
She snagged herself a country
boyfriend and cuddled up to his
southern accent.
The only thing Gustafson
found hard about her southern
surroundings was that she stuck
out. She said things like "eh" after
a question and "wicked-awesome" when things were good.
Her boyfriend and his friends
are quick to let her know when
her northern roots are showing,
but sometimes it still slips. The
idea that you can take the girl out
of Massachusetts, but you can't
take the Massachusetts out of the

girl was very evident to her.
'They always make fun of me
and are like 'wicked-awesome
huh?' and stuff like that,"
Gustafson said. "But when I took
some of my friends home with
me, they realized that everyone
talks like that."
Gustafson feels that after five
semesters here, she has picked up
a tiny southern drawl, not enough
to completely blend in, but a vast
improvement from the "eh" days.
Although she travels home
very little, she still remains active
in her hometown government.
She sends in her absentee ballots
before each election and likes to
keep up with what's going on in
Massachusetts.
As she looks on to graduation,
she isn't sure whether she will
stay in Kentucky or look for
another adventure, but she does
know she'll miss the South if she
leaves.
"I've definitely learned a lot,"
Gustafson said. "It has been a
wicked-awesome adventure."
Each week, Beth picks a random person from the student
directory and calls them to ask
"Whats Your Story?" Her series
runs every Tuesday. Reach Beth
at features@wkuherald.com.

Review

'Ghost Ship' not a big-screen scare
Grade: C+
BY DEVINN
WINKLEMAN

Herald film critic
"Ghost Ship" is hard to define
when it comes to genre. It couldn't
be classified under "horror" because it's simply not scary, and it
couldn't be classified under
"action" because there simply
isn't enough action, except for the
last 20 to 30 minutes. So, what
can it be classified as?
Underdeveloped.
In the movie, Canadian Air
Force pilot Jack Ferriman
(Desmond Harrington) approac,h-

es the tugboat Arctic Warrior's
I also liked that the little girl in
salvage crew with an offer: if they the film isn't the usual demonic
salvage an old, abandoned ocean spirit portrayed in most horror
liner called the Antonia Graza and films. She actually cares about
haul it to shore, they can keep 80 and fears for the crews. This is a
percent of the money that the sale nice change from the usual horror
of the boat will generate.
film routine.
But the movie starts out slow
So the crew ab~dons logic
and seeks out the;,pcean liner. and continues in that direction.
Once on board, aTl kinds of This pretty much overwhelms
spooky things begll! to happen. any good points the movie has. ,
This is disappointing. "Ghost,
Doors close by themselves,
ghosts appear and some of the Ship" had potential, but it needed
crew go delusional and attack more time to iron out the kinks.
Since it didn't have the producother crew members.
I liked a scene that explained tion time it needed, it will genereverything in a fluid fashion with ate more yawns than interest
great music in the background.
This created a lot of interest and Reach Devinn Wmkleman at
generated a pretty good ending.
features@wkuherald.com.
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Rivalry heats up
against FIU at home
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
Yesterday may have been
Picture Day for the Lady Toppers,
but their play in the last two victories hasn't been scrapbook material.
Western (26-4, 10-0 SBC) followed its ugly non-conference
win at Austin Peay last Tuesday
with a five-game slugfest with
fierce Sun Belt Conference rival
Florida International (7-18, 2-8)
Friday night.
Intensity is never in short supply when the Lady Toppers and
Golden Panthers meet at the net,
but Friday's showdown was especially heated.
"It got a little spicy," coach
Travis Hudson said with a smirk.
"I still think we showed a little bit
of youth, because I thought we
played with intensity for stretches, but I think we struggled a little
bit maintaining it."
After trading off the first four
games, the two teams reached
their boiling point and tempers
spilled over.
Western received a gift to start
game five when FIU hitter Adriana
Fundom received a red card for
taunting after providing the gamewinning kill in the fourth.

The Lady Toppers pounced on
the Golden Panthers after the red
card with kills from Amanda
Schiff and Crystal Towler. Blocks
from Cynda Derbort and Towler
pushed Westem's advantage to 6But following her block,
Towler was given a red card for
reminding Fundora she meant
business.
"It was really heat of the
moment," the freshman said. "I
thought it was kinda funny
because the second time I say
something, I get a red card."
The Golden Panthers appeared
to lfeed off of Towler's miscue,
narrowing Western's lead to 6-5
after a Lady Topper hitting error.
But Wagner used one of her
career-high 25 kills to spark a 7-4
nm that capped the emotionally
charged contest and gave Western
its 23rd consecutive home win.
For the second time in three
weeks, junior libero Tracy May
was named Sun Belt Defensive
Player of the Week. May contributed a game-high 14 digs
againstFIU.
As usual, senior leader Sara
Noe was a force in the middle,
adding 58 assists. Noe now ranks
9th in the NCAA with 1,144
assists and sits at third on the all-

~)

After 40 years of football, give
the guy the benefit of the doubt
and just nod in agreement.

Don't scowl at Cowles
On Nov. 23, we will all learn
that Little Orphan Annie was
dead on target.
On that night, when Louisiana
Tech rolls into town, we'll see
that the sun really does come out
tomorrow.
Last year, Westem's women's
basketball team wasn't the Lady
Toppers, they were the Lady
Bottomdwellers - a shell of the
dominant women's hoops pro-

gram that Western used to boast

of, victims of the obscured vision
and wayward coaching of the
since-deported coach, Shawn
Campbell.
And now we should all talce a
second to replenish our lungs
before shouting anything about
this upco_ming season.
We sl¥>uld step back and dissect the situation, examine it for
everything that's bad, as well as
point out the good.
That is what Mary Taylor
Cowles did when she finally got
her dream job. The proof is in
what her players say.
Junior guard Leslie Logsdon
said Cowles is preaching comm1-

111•1-l'IIIJlll'IDI
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Special

Freshman outside hitter Jessie Wagner makes a ~i.11 Friday
night at the Preston Health and Activities Center.

time Sun Belt list.
Western is in the driver's seat
of the Sun Belt East Division.
Hudson's young guns need only
one victory in their final four

matches to clinch their third
straight East title.

nication.
"She wants us to do more talking and communication on the
court, for sure," Logsdon said.
'That is something she stresses
every day.
'That's true, because one of
the worst things when you're
playing is getting hit with a screen
you don't see, because nobody
tells you it's corning."
I agree, Leslie, but I think the
lesson Cowles is teaching goes
farther than the court.
As off his rocker as Campbell
apparently was, many of his problems at Western can be traced to a
lack of communication.
•· He-didn t effectively e6mmtl- •
-

-
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Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuheraui.com

nicate his philosophies or criticisms, and he didn't communicate praise as effectively, or as
often, as he probably should have.
Having been here as pupil and
teacher during the "better days"
of Lady Topper basketball,
Cowles realizes that.
I wouldn't go out and buy
Final Four tickets this season, or
maybe the next two or three. But
I don't think Cowles came back to
make repeat trips to the WNIT,
either.
Kyle Hightower 's column
appears on Tuesday and occasionally on Thursday. You can
reach him at 745-6291 or by email at"ltttJ~a@Hofn'lail.cM1. ' 1
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SGA is adding to its list of accomplishments!
S@A donated $17,000 to student organizations last month.
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AdFed
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Kapa Psi
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi Alpha
American Indians/
First Nations Club
American Marketing
Association
Anthropology Club
APAGS ofWKU
Art Guild
Assc. of Undergrad
Geneticists
Beta Alpha Psi
Beta Gamma Sigma
Block and Bridle
Campus Crusade
for Christ
Campus Scouts
Ceres
Chemistry Cl
Chess Club
Circle K
College Republicans
Collegiate 4-H Club
Delta Phi Alpha
Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Theta
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~o
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$400
$150
$300
$300
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$100
$150
$200
$500
$150
$100
$50
$200
$250
$200
$350
$250
$50
$350

Diversity Coalition
(specifically for
diversity rocks)
Economics Club
'English Club
Env. Health & Safety
Student Assoc.
Eta Sigma Gamma
FCSEd.org
Financial Mgt. Assoc.
Gamers Guild
Gamma Beta Phi
Gamma Sigma Sigma
Geography Club
Geology Club
German Club
Golden Key
Harlequins
Hilltopper Range
Battalion
Hilltoppers for Christ
International Club
International Interior
Designers Assoc.
KY Collegiate Music Ed.
Natl. Conference
Kentucky Public
Health Assoc.
Linux Club
Lions Club
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$350
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$50
$500
$200
$150
$250
$50
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$400
$250
$100
$300
$300
$50

Men's Rugby Club
$500
Natl. Student Speech Lang.
Hearing Assoc.
$150
Omega Phi Alpha
$250
Panhellenic
$150
Rhi Alpha Theta
$150
Ph~eta Lambda
$150
P i Sigma Pi
$150
hi Upsilon Omicron
$100
Progressive Coalition
$150
Soabbard & Blade
$100
~ociety of Human
Resource Mgt.
$200
Society of Professional
Journ~lists
$250
Sociology Club
$200
Sons of Solomon
$150
Spirit Masters
$175
Student Alumni Assoc. $150
Topper Well
$50
Wesley Foundation
$100
WKU Horsemans
Association
$450
Residence Hall Assoc,
$2,675
(this money will be distributed
equally to the residence halls
governments)
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Swimming

Men, women win with ease in the Bayou
BY Josa BucK

Herald reporter MAN

~ r a long trip, Westem's
men~ ~d women's swimmin
and_d1vmg teams showed no signg
of Jet lag, defeating Louis· s
1
~o~ and Centenn in :~:
vmcmg fashion this w:.e d
"I was pleased," head n ·
Bill Powell said. "Fo
coach
events in, we knew: or five
going to win."
e were
In their first real
..
of the season the
compettti?n
defeating
m;f were solid,
9- 103 ~d
Centennary
52-23 · The Hillto rs w
p~
on seven of 13 events in
s~~ the/ear 2-0.
ruor errod Janes won the
:e:U~i~{ard
freestyle with
tivel 0J · and 47 .38, respecy. anes also was anchor on
the 400-yard freestyle relay that

ULM

.
won m 3:12.28.
"We' ve been training really
hard," said Janes, a transfer from
St. John's. "I don't think it's going
to be a surprise."
Freshman James Campbell
also had a good day in the distance events, winning the 500yard freestyle with a time of
4:42.99 and the 1000-yard
freestyle in 9:42.20.
"I was just really comfortable," Campbell said. "I paced
myself well."
The biggest surprise for the
men was Chris Tarter, who won
the 200-yard breaststroke in
2: 11.13. The breaststroke events
were supposed to be one of the
team's biggest weaknesses.

they won the first five events and
beat ULM
148-88
and
Centennary 52-23.
• The Lady Toppers won nine of
13 events and would have won 10
had they not declared the
wome°:'s.'!{)0-rard freestyle relay
an exhib1tton m an effort not to
run up the score.
Freshman Rachel Buncher
won the 100-yard freestyle in
54.85 seconds and the 200-yard
freestyle in 1:57.11.
Stacy Schortgen was the
biggest surprise of the day, winning the 1,000-yard freestyle with
a time of 10:35.94 - 25 seconds
better than her time last week.
"It was great, but I was happy
I could help out the team,"
lady Toppers
Schortgen said ''I went after it a
little harder. I was better prepared."
The women's team came out
The win was sweet for the
swinging - and swimming - as Lady Toppers, who have been

viewed as young and inexperienced.
"We want to prove to each
other that we can compete even
though we lost a lot of people,"
senior Carol Brown said.
Bea~g ULM~ easily as both
teams did surpnsed Westem's
coaches and swimmers.
"We're a lot better than we
thought we'd be," Powell said.
Both teams get another test
this weekend when they travel to
Wisconsin for a three-day showdown. They'll swim against
Wisconsin-Green Bay on Friday
and Saturday and WisconsinMilwaukee on Sunday.
For other Western individual
winners, see the story at
www.wkuherald.com.

BACK PAGE

paced Western with six tackles
but dropped two second-half
interceptions that could have put
the game away even earlier.
Since leading tackler Erik
Dandy went down three games
ago, the defense has allowed an
~verage of 181 yards a game and
Just two touchdowns.
'The people that really respect
and enjoy the game of football
has to see the energy that our
players exert on a given night,"
Harbaugh said. 'There's nothing
left. Their buckets are empty."
And it seemed fitting that on
the final home game a senior
would make one of the biggest
plays.

_,.
OM
CHNO

ENTE

With the Redbirds driving
near midfield and Jess than two
minutes left in the first half, senior
Jon Drummond intercepted
junior quarterback Michael Souza
at the Western 43-yard line.
''In games like this, big-time
players make big-time plays,"
Drummond said. "I had to make a
play. I'm the key to this defense."
Souza was the reigning conference Player of the Week but
will likely give up his crown after
producing just 40 total yards. He
directed an offense that was I-for13 on third down conversions.
Illinois State wouldn't get any
closer after Drummond's pick
and only reached midfield once.
On the ensuing Western drive,
senior quarterback Jason Michael

found senior wide receiver
Jerome Reaves wide open at the
10-yard line, but overthrew him.
An earlier play in the first
quarter also had Reaves open in
the end zone. Michael lofted a
fade pass to the right comer, but
officials ruled Reaves was still
juggling the ball when he landed.
''We were fortunate tonight that
we made enough plays to get a
win," said Michael, who went 2 of
7 passing for 52 yards. "It's by no
means a pretty win. It was ugly."
Thanks to a dominating
defense and clock-draining running game, Western didn' t need
those points. Senior Jon Frazier
made good on his prediction that
the offensive line would open up
Humvee-sized holes for him.

Frazier's offensive line outweighed Illinois State's defensive
line by 65 pounds and allowed
him to run for 119 yards on 30
carries. With one game left,
Frazier needs 109 yards for a
1,000-yard season.
Since wins don't come with
style points, Harbaugh wasn't as
disappointed as he could have
been with a nine-point output.
''Not at all," he said. "Not one
iota when you get the win."
After 10 straight weeks of
games, the Toppers will have a
week off Saturday. Their next
game is Nov. 16 at Southern
Illinois.

$5 All You Care To Drink

W DNESDAY
$5 All You Care To Drink

THURSDAY
$5 All You Care To Drink

f;; IDAY
$8 All You Care To Drink

SATURD Y
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(this is the way we ball)
Live Performance
.,

no\J 18

TO EnTER
21 TO DRln ~':,
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ASE Certified Technicians!
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Give Us A Chance To Earn
Your Trust
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1705 31W ByPass
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We speclallze in Computerized Diagnostics and
electrical auto problems
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Reach Keith Farner at
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this is us. we make sure that vou have run
stuff to do on campus. like Hilloween and
va11evua1ooza. And lceT, Bill Ballamv, and
Jim Breuer. And all the bands that coma here.
Movie nights at DUCP That's us, too.

This is tor vou. we need vou.
All those cool cats that have
been planning this stuff have
to graduate sometime. so ii
vou want to have vour sav In
who comes to campus and
what events we have tor
YOU, the student bodV, then
Sill IP tor CAB todavl You'll
have something to put on
vour resume, make some
monev, and vou miaht even
have agood time doing 111
Fill out this IPPlicadon,
attach vour resume, and
droP noff In DOC 315. Do
11 NOW betore all the good
stuff gets tallen!
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ACL: 'The rehab was the worst part . • • it's an everyday thing for months'
CoNTtNIIED FROM BAcK PAGE

Understanding

The Lady Toppers have to
move on in Whitaker's absence.
Cowles lost her starting point
guard but knows there's no need
to dwell on the past.
"She's out, and we have to
make the best of it and move forward," Cowles said. "I think
Camryn's best two years of college basketball are truly ahead of
her. Sometimes when something
is taken away from us that is very
important, we realize just how
much we love that something."
Most of the Lady Toppers who
have experienced an ACL tear
feel the same way. They are getting past their injuries but take
time out to help wipe away
Whitaker's tears.
'1've talked to Carnryn," Elzy
said. "I told her she's going to
Alling Toppers
have her good days and her bad
Four Lady Toppers have tom days. I think she's still in shock. It
an ACL in recent years: Elisha won't hit home until Nov. 23
Ford, Kristina Covington, Tif- when her teammates come out of
fiany Diggins and now Carnryn the locker room and she comes
out on crutches."
Whitaker.
Whitaker moves slowly
Whitaker fell to the injury on
around practice. Her crutches
Sept. l l.
She was playing a pickup don't carry her far, but she makes
game with teammates in Preston sure to get in on every facet of the
Health and Activities Center. She game.
Occasionally, she gets a far-off
broke free, ahead of the pack, and
made a cut to the basket, but her look in her eye. It's clear she's
thinking.
knee went in another direction.
'"The first day I walked into
An MRI the next day revealed
Whitaker had tom the ACL in her practice, I bawled my eyes out,"
she said. ''I never missed
right leg, along with
a game. I've never
the lateral and
missed a practice. It's
menial meniscus.
hard for me. I lost someSurgery was sucthing that I love to do. I
cessful, but the
just lie in bed and pray
guard had to lose
that I will make a full
most of the cartilage
recovery."
that keeps the bones
-Camryn
Others know the pain.
in her knee from
They
help, but they
touching.
Whitaker
She lost this seaLady Tops point guard hurt a little themselves
when they look up and
son, as well.
'"They say I should make a fulJ see Whitaker, their court leader,
recovery," Whitaker said. "But I sitting on a table off the court.
"She -talks to us," Ford said.
know that I'm going to be in a lot
of pain when I'm playing.
"She sits and watches what we
'"This is probably the hardest do, especially with the guards.
thing I've ever had to do. But She gives me a lot of support
things happen for a reason. I may because I could be playing her
not know what it is right now, but position. She tries to give me
hopefully it will make me a better hints because she's more of a
leader at point guard than I've
person."
Luckily, Whitaker isn't alone ever been."
in her struggle.
Wh ?
She has shoulders to cry on
Y
and people y;ho Cf hel~.
Women get more ACL tears

'1 ~ voted best lungs in the
Southeastern Conference."
The Oldham County native
underwent surgery to repair the
damage, only to tear the same ligament the next year.
She recovered and went on to
finish a five-year stint at
Tennessee, winning two national
championships.
She was supposed to bring the
thrill of victory to Western as an
assistant to Mary Taylor Cowles.
But Elzy finds herself increasingly called upon to help other Lady
Toppers deal with their own ACL
demons of past and present.
She has become a counselor
for some, understanding the confusion and angst that one pesky
ligament can create.

"I know that
I'm going to
be in a lot

of pain."
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than men. Exact reasons are
unclear. Statistics are still coming
in.
According to a report from the
American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons, women in sports
such as basketball are three to
four times more likely to injure
their ACL than men.
Paula Upright, head trainer for
the Lady Toppers, said the search
for answers is heating up.
"It's one of the hottest topics in
sports medicine, especially on the
women's side," Upright said.
The ACL is at the front of the
knee. It crosses with the posterior
cruciate ligament to act as a stabilizer.
Without the tandem of ligaments, the knee would move too
much and slip off the tibia, the
thicker of the two bones in the
lower leg, also known as the shinbone.
Upright said an ACL injury
can occur when there is a quick
change of direction or hard contact For women, however, the
injury is mostly "non-<:ontact."
The "Q-Angle" - the angle
created by the bones between the
hips and knee - could be the
problem, Upright said. Women
have wider hips, and the resulting
angle places more pressure on the
knee.
Also, she said, because hormones increase during the first
days of a woman's menstrual
cycle and the days leading up to
it, a player could be more vulnerable to injury.
Researchers are beginning to
take saliva samples at the time of
injury to determine the amount of
hormones in the body.
But according to Upright, not
much can be done in terms of prevention.
"You just have to hope that the
muscle is strong," she said.
Jumping programs are being
instituted at some colleges.
Upright noted that teaching
women how to land correctly
could keep their knees out of danger.
The debatable and unpredictable nature of female ACL
injuries doesn't fully console
those affected.
"It was frustrating for me
because it was my freshman
year," Ford said of her ACL tear.
"I was a walk-on trying to prove
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Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald
Junior guard Camryn Whitaker talks with Lady Topper graduate assistant Bryan Wilson during practice. Whitaker will not return to the court until next season.

something. It was like the second
practice after the first game. I
don' t know if I might tear one
again, but I don't think about it."

Surgery and rehab
The injury is hard enough. But
ask any afflicted Lady Topper and
you get the same answer: Rehab
is worse.
"I think tearing my ACL was
the hardest thing I've ever gone
through, besides a death in my
family," said Covington, a senior
guard for Western.
Covington laughed as she
methodically recited the date of
her tear, surgery and clearance to
take the court again. It's like the
start of a war or a presidential
assassination - you never forget
the when, where and how. You
can't forget. For Covington, it
was the first game of her sophomore season in 1999. The Lady
Toppers were playing Indiana.
She wasn't cleared to play again
until the following July, after
months of intensive rehab.
"It makes you realize how
much you love the game," she
said. "Plenty of times I wanted to
quit. Tearing the ACL isn't as bad
as the rehab - everyday coming
in and giving it all you got."

Upright said someone with a
tom ACL usually is not up to
speed for six months. It can be a
year before they "feel like themselves again."
Conversely, surgery to repair
the tear can be done in about the
time it takes to play a basketball
game.
According to Don Pomeroy,
an orthopedic surgeon in
Louisville, a simple ACL tear can
be fixed in about two hours.
Replacing the meniscus or
other damage could take longer.
"You have to substitute the ligament," Pomeroy said. ''There's
usually another tendon used from
either the same leg or somewhere
else in the body. Frequently it
comes from a donor."
Pomeroy added that a tom ligament can only rarely be reattached. It must be replaced.
It is extremely uncommon to
have just an ACL tear, he said. A
meniscus tear usually occurs as
well, which was the ca~e with
Whitaker.
She will stay off her feet for
about two more weeks. In an
effort to strengthen the muscles
around her knee, Whitaker was
recently cleared to swim.
Swimming is a nonnal pro-

gression for athletes after an ACL
injury. Upright said she and the
other trainers follow a rehab protocol that frequently changes,
depending on the person.
Rebuilding hamstring strength
is the key, and it can take months
of repetitive bike-riding, weightlifting and agony.
"When I tore it, I gave a funeral cry," said Diggins, a senior center. "But the rehab was the worst
part. It's an everyday thing for
months. You learn how much you
lose once your tear your ACL,
because your leg loses all the
muscle inside of it."
It's a physical battle with an
emotional twist. Not only strength
is gone, but seasons are lost to the
three little letters. Rehab alone
isn't enough.
Elzy said a persevering positive attitude is key. And if anyone
knows the secret to recovery, it's
Elzy.
It worked for her. She says it
will work for her players.
"You can come back from
them," Elzy said. "It's hard work,
but once you get back, you're
fine."

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com
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Western looks to tourney after loss
By JAy LIVELY

Herald reporter
The Lady To
tomorrow's actio PJ;><!rs head into
Conference Tou~t the Sun Belt
the misfortune th~evnt hopin~
enced won't fiollow thy e expenWeste
9
em.
plagued bm. <. -~, 3-4 SBC),
its three Y ~unes, lost each of
previous games by one
:ames that could have gone
0
er way.
for::tt~ pu~g on a solid perce in therr last regular season mateh on Saturday the Lad
r:rrs fell 2-1 again~t Murra~

tal,

"W,

e t~tally dominated the
game againSt Murray" Coach
Jason Neidell said :,W, d"d
thin
·
e 1
e~ery g we needed to do to
;:~:~ ball just didn't bounce
''Wi ,
e ve been saving up our
luck the past three weeks 1,
b Of •
· ve got
a ag it we' re going to use in
the tournament."
After starting the season 93
Western has dropped five of 1-ts'
last six
.
games as it heads into the

postseason. The Lady Toppers taking on Louisiana-Lafayette, a
have been in a position to win team that beat them in overtime
most of those games but were two weeks ago.
h~ by missed opportu"That's fine. They
ruties.
can win the regular seaOn Saturday, sophoson game," Nellis said.
more forward Allison
"But we plan to come
Nellis scored her teamout and beat them in the
leading ninth goal of the
season at the 28-minute Check the tournament."
Despite coming in as
mark to put the Lady
web at a No. 5 seed, Neidell
Toppers up 1-0 in the
likes his team's chances
first half.
in the tournament. If
But Murray State forward Theresa Reedy tied
Western wins tomorrow,
the game six minutes
it will meet the winner
later with her eighth goal
of the Arkansas Stateof the year.
Denver game.
In a defensive stale"It's nice to get back
coverage.
mate, neither team stron the field and play
uck again until Murray's
against a team we just
Jaimie Roche scored off a corner lost to," sophomore defender
kick five minutes before regula- Erika Baker said. "We're going to
tion ended, putting the Lady
Racers up 2-1 for the final score. use that revenge factor. We have
'This wasn't a loss that we left something to prove."
with our heads low," Nellis said.
"W, pl ed rea11 hard ,,
Reach Jay Lively at
e ay
Y
·
Western will start tournament spor1s@wkuherald.com
action tomorrow in Mobile, Ala.,

elf

www.wku·
herald.com
for men's
soccer

TEAM: Lady Tops will move ahead
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Riedeman was unavailable for
comment.
"We're roommates. (Sara) is
the person who I confide in and
one of the only people I can trust
on this team," said Hunter
responding to rumors of the figh~
"Jfanyone wants to question that,
they can ask me.... That's half the
problems that I've been facing."
The pair had not been at practice in several days, but Cowles
would not elaborate on the reason.

► Briefs
Runners finish second
Arkansas-Little Rock has swept the Sun Belt Cross Country
Championships for the second
consecutive year, taking the titles
yesterday in Denton, Texas.
Both Western teams finished
second.
Arkansas-Little Rock placed
all five runners in front of
Western's first runner, sophomore

Hunter said her absence from
practice was related to her decision, but wouldn't explain further.
''I'm not happy," Hunter said.
'There's not much more to say
but that."
Hunter, a native of Arcata,
Calif., said she will look to transfer somewhere closer to home.
This was to be Hunter's first
season on the Hill after transferring from Labette Community
College in Labette, Kan., where
she averaged 13 points, 11
rebounds and two steals.

Reach J. Michael Moore at
spor1s@wkuherald.com

Daniel Roberts, who finished 8th
in the 8K race in a time of 27:07.
Roberts was followed closely by
Westem's Enda Grandfield, who
finished 9th in a time of 27:12.
Little Rock's Brent Corbitt won
the individual crown.
Roberts and Grandfield earned All-Sun Belt honors.
The women beat conference
rival Little Rock head-to-head at
the Pre-NCAA meet just two
weeks ago, but couldn' t repeat.
Western placed three women
in the top 10 positions in the race

but was unable to match Little
Rock, who put all five runners in
the top 10.
Senior Olga Cronin led the
Lady Toppers in her last conference championship with a third
place finish and a time of 23:09.
Bonita Paul (5th, 23:20) and Cara
Nichols (7th, 23:33) finished in
the top 10 and earned All-Sun
Belt honors.
The team will compete in the
District III Championships Nov.
16th in Greenville, N.C.
-Adam Eadens

SPRINC~ BREAK

SPRIN( ~ BREAK

•••••••••••••••••••
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
•••••••••••••••••••
Nightlife! Departs From
Rent Western Place Apartment.
Florida! Get Group- Go
Spring semester $320/mo.
Free!! springbreaktravel.com
Includes all utilities.
1-800-678-6386
No deposit or fees. Call
•••••••••••••••••••
(270)535-2727ASAP.
SPRING BREAK '03
with StudentCity.com!
FREE UTILITIES!! & Minutes
Air, Hotel, FREE
to campus. New carpet, private
FOOD
& DRINKS and 150%
laundry, huge pool. 1 bdrm
Lowest
Price Guarantee!
$459; 2 bdrm $549 all utilities
REPS
WANTED!
Earn
included. Call now 781-5471.
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment & cash!
Only one 4 bdrm left!
Call
1-800-293-1445
Adjacent to campus.
or email
All appliances including
sales@studentcity.com!
washer & dryer. CALL
•••••••••••••••••••
SIMS REALTY 842-7919.
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
•••••••••••••••••••
Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.
I I 0% Best Prices!
$275 _$300 month. Lease and
Mexico, Jamaica,
2397
Bahamas,
Florida, Texas.
deposit required 846·
Book Now & Receive Free
3 bdrm at St. James Ap!S:
Parties & Meals. Campus
1133 Chestnut. Some ut1httes
Reps Wanted!
paid $575/mo. 781-8307
1-800-234-7007
•••••••••••••••••••
endlesssummertours.com
Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

···········•·······
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Riedeman was entering her
second season at Western after
appearing in 10 games last year.
Cowles said the Lady Toppers
won't change their course.
"We keep going forward," she
said. "We won't break stride.
We're going to continue to
approach practice every day and
work on our game plan and try to
get better."

...................
...................

Haircuts Guys & Gals
$3 with WKU ID
South Central KY Barber
College ofB.G. 332 College St.

...................
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19:

20:
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21:
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NOV.

22:

DEC.

25:
2:
4:
5:
6:

*-cosponsored by CAB
M..cosponsored by Student Health Services
*A.cosponsored by Career Services Center
***-cosponsored by PHAC

1
1

9-1am@ Ntteclass
9am-6pm Mezzanine
4-1 Opm @ REDZ***
7-10pm@ REDZ
7-8pm @ DUC TBA
6pm@ Starbocks Booths*
6-?pm @ DUC 226 M
8pm@ REDZ*
7-11pm@ REDZ*
**-cosponsored by HRL

I

1

HELP WANTED

•••••••••••••••••••
Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida
Vacations from $149!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

•••••••••••••••••••
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1-IELP WANTED

•••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••
Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.do1lars4opinions.com

•••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••

1
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Part-time position available.
Nursery supervisor for
Sunday morning from 8am till
noon. Please send resume to
Christ United Methodist
Church. 716 Cavemill Rd.
Bowling Green 42104
or stop by to pick
up an application.

***ACT NOW!
Guarantee the best spring
break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras.TRAVEL FREE,
Reps Needed, EARN $$$.

I
I
I
I
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STUDENT /\FF/\IRS A.ND CAMPUS SER\/ICFS

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1 000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works .. c;ontact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or v1s1t
www.campusfundra1ser.com

EXCELLENT JOB OFFER
Substitute Teachers May Earn
Regular Pay After Only 10 Days

Group Discounts for 6+.

Do you know that you can be a substitute teacher with 64 college
hours, 2.5 GPA, and a completed file at our office?

1-888-TfflNKSUN
( 1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) I
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

We can do the certification in our office and you can be ready
to begin work in a classroom within one week.
The Logan County School District is searching for people wh~ would
like to make a contribution to our future, Logan County's Children!
We have many daily opportunities for substitute teachers with pay ran~ing
from $57-87 per day depending upon college hours, rank & cert1fica~10n.
Long-term, fully certified teachers go on regular salary after IO days m the
same classroom and can earn from $148 to $247 per day.
Consider making an
application to the
Logan County School District
2222 Bowling Green Road
or P.O. Box 417
Russellville, KY 42276
270-726-2436
Fax: 270-726-8892

!WKU ARE YOU GOING?
GO DIRECT!
WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages!
Lowest group
rates guaranteed.
www.springbreakDirect.com
1-800-367-1252

The Logan County School 01stnct is an
equalopportunity employer.

•••••••••••••••••••
Spring Break 2003 with STS.
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips,
eamcash, Travel Free!
Infonnation/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

5-6pm @ DUC 340*"
7-8pm@ DUC 310 B/C
6pm @ Starbucks Booths*
7-9pm @ DUC Theatre
7-9pm @ Niteclass
8pm@ REDZ*
9pm-1 am @ Niteclass
7-11pm@ REDZ*
7-10pm@ REDZ
6pm @ Starbucks Booths*
7-9pm @ DUC Theatre
7pm @ DUC Theatre*
7-9pm @ Niteclass
8pm@ REDZ*
9pm-1 am @ Niteclass
7-11pm@ REDZ*
6-9pm@ REDZ
7-8pm DUC 226
6pm @ Starbucks Booths*
6-7pm @ DUC 226 M
8-1 Opm @ REDZ*
5-6pm @ DUC 340*"
7-9pm @ Nttedass
7pm@ REDZ*

-------...-•-· --~-------~-------
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Roommate needed
to share 4 bdrm., 4 bathr00m
apartment at Western Place
Apartments. _$320/mo.,
all utilities mclu~ed.
No deposit required.
Call (270)779-6011.ASAP

NOV.

6:
7:

Getting Experience that Counts
Hot Topic: Freshman Seminar
Coffeehouse
lmprov at DUC
Wrestling on the Big Screen
Movie: Spartacus
Hip Hop Night
International Festival
Wrestling on the REDZ TV
Coffeehouse
lmprov at DUC
Jim Bruer Comedy Show
Wrestling on the Big Screen
Movie: 0. Brother Where art Thou?
Hip Hop Night
Passion Night
Wrestling on the REDZ TV
Hot Topic: Gay & Bi-Racial Adoption ;,1,
Coffeehouse
Passport to Wellness: No Butts About It
Movie Night:
Getting Experience that Counts
Wrestling on the Big Screen
Movie: The Abominable Dr. Phibes &
Dr. Phibes Rides Again
Hip Hop Night
Craft Fair
Table Tennis Tourney
Wrestling on the REDZ TV
Hot Topic: Drinking & Drugs
Coffeehouse
Passport to Wellness: Stressbusters
Movie: Ben Hur
End of the Year Bash
;:.

$
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Get a Job.

.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I••••
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Look in the Classified
section of the Herald!

Look
for your
WKU
Basketball
Preview

ffi •
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Notable

Contactc

• In football,' Western and Illinois
State were rankedfourth and
third in the conference in offensive yards per game before
Saturdays 9-0 Hilltopper victory.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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. Column

Offense not
as bad as

you think

OUT OF BOUNDS
Kyle Hightower

Samuel M. Simpkins/Herald
Junior guard Camryn Whitaker leaves the makeshift training room in the old Bowling Green Junior High School. Whitaker is
beginning a long road of rehabilitation to recover from the ACL surgery she had in September.

Another rushing Loss
Camryn Whitaker has become the latest Lady Topper to fall victim to sports' three scariest letters - ACL
BY

J.

Anterior cru

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter

1gament (shown tom)

The silence haunts Kyra Elzy.
She remembers Feb. 1, 1998, for an absence of sound - the eerie
moment in Thompson Bowling Arena when you could hear a pin drop, or
a knee pop.
It was the day Elzy tore the anterior cruciate ligament in her right knee,
drastically altering her college basketball career at Tennessee.
M9re ~ha,q 70,opq fans hushed as one of their star
players fell to the floor during a conference game against
Alabama.
Elzy screamed.
She met the three most terrifying letters in sports
-ACL.
Her knee was gone.
"I can remember it like it was yesterday," said
Elzy, now a Lady Topper assistant coach. "I knew it
before I hit the floor. My kneecap was in the back of
my knee, and when they moved it, it just flopped like
a piece of jelly.

Su ACL

PAGE
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Posterior cruciate
ligament

ligament

source: www.kylepalmermd.com

A few notes from around the Hill...
For all those Western football fans out
there who braved the chill and sat amongst
5 600 brethren at Smith Stadium Saturday,
o~ly to take a 9-0 win back to warmer living
rooms, I've got a present for you.
For bragging rights and your own peace of
mind, you may now and forever tell anyone
who asks what the score of Saturday's Punt
Bowl was, that the final count was not 9-0,
but 336-120.
That's right. Because despite a combined
18 punts between Western and visiting
Illinois State, the Hilltoppers still managed to
compile 336 yards of total offense compared
to the 120 yards the Redbirds posted after
their 11 punts.
I know what you're thinking. What a silly
comparison, right?
Yep.
But how equally silly you are if you chastise the Toppers for winning "just" 9-0.
It is true, if you came to Feix Field in
search of the 58-point offensive exhibition
that the Toppers put on at Illinois State's place
a year ago, you left bewildered, scratching a
frosted dome.
Although, if you've been watching
Western football at all this year, you didn't
come expecting to see that, anyway.
What you did get to see was a group of
guys finally become a team as they fought off
shaky calls and a much improved, scrappy
Redbirds defense to lasso playoff hopes that
had been trying to skip off into the pasture.
"It was the most beautiful game ever
played," Coach Jack Harbaugh said. "That is
football the way Yoast wanted it and Rockne
wanted it. Not a touchdown scored? It's great,
and it's good, old-fashioned football."

Michael Hutzel/Herald

SEE BOUNDS PAGE 8

Football

No fireworks: Tops win ugly
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
It was a game that had the potential to be as
exciting as any all season. Illinois State
and Western entered last Saturday scoring
26 and 24 points a game, respectively. The
teams were ranked third and fourth in the
Gateway in total offensive yards per game.
It seemed only a matter of time before
the fireworks exploded.
But those offensive fuses were never
lit, and the game turned out to be as exciting as ij chess match.
Fueled Sy senior place-kicker Peter
Martinez's three field goals, the Hilltoppers (7-3,
5-1 Gateway Conference) won their fifth game in
a row, 9-0 over the Redbirds (5-4, 3-2) in front of
5,600 fans at Smith Stadium.
''The offense is beautiful," head coach Jack

Harbaugh said with his tongue planted firmly in
cheek. "We grind it out there at the end to suck
the air out of that clock. We're not in a malaise at
all. It's the most beautiful offense I've ever seen
in my entire career."
Eighteen seniors played their last regular season game on the Hill and Western
finished the home schedule 5-1. And after
Western Illinois won earlier in the day, the
Toppers stayed in a virtual tie for first in
the Gateway Championship race with one
conference game left.
It was another statement game for
Western's conference-leading defense,
which held Illinois State, the third-ranked
Gateway offense, to 120 yards - 169 below its
average.
Sophomore linebacker Charles Thompson

'

WBIJ'
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SEE fops PAGE 9

Jenny Sevcik/Herald
Senior running back Jon Frazier tries to untangle his leg from the arms of Illinois State
linebacker Greg Helle during Western's 9-0 victory Saturday.
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